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tensity and the frequency of recent famines are greatly
due to the resourceless condition and the chronic poverty
of the cultivators, caused by the over-assessment of the
soil on which they depend for their living."
It was this deep conviction that the basic cause of the
recurring famines lay in the poverty of the cultivators, and
that this poverty was aggravated by the extortionate rents
realised by the Government that led Romesh Dutt to plead
repeatedly for moderation of land assessment. He saw
no way out of the twin tragedies of poverty and famine
unless the cultivator was left with sufficient resources in
a good year to meet the demands of a year when the har-
vest failed. And yet, it was to this very logical and mode-
rate demand that the then Government consistently turned
the blind eye. To make matters worse, the ruling circles
not only denied that the rates of assessment were extor-
tionate, but advanced unreal, sophisticated arguments to
suggest that they were no burden at all. But Romesh Dutt
was too passionately attached to the lot of the millions of
cultivators to be taken in by such arguments. They irri-
tated hun and provoked his ire. He could not suppress
his annoyance and his feelings of dis-gust when such argu-
ments were advanced in support of an indefensible sys-
tem in callous disregard of the human sufferings involved.
One such argument was based on the distinction between
rent and tax. Rent, according to classical economists, is
the surplus from land which should be distinguished from
land tax which is essentially a levy on the products of the
land. It was argued that land revenue was in the nature
of rent, and was not a tax at all. Romesh Dutt strongly
differed from this view and held that it was a tax on land.
In the concluding chapter of his book, Famines in India,
he referred to this view as one of the fallacies, concerning
land tax in India, and said:

